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$\mathcal{E}$ $Q(T)$-rank $\geq 11$
Proposition 2 ([2])
$\mathcal{E}$ $T=(3T^{\prime 2}-478T’+1287)/(T^{\prime 2}-429)$ $Q(T^{l})(Q(T^{l})$
) $\mathcal{E}’$ E’ $Q(T’)$ -rank $\geq 12$
Proposition 3 ([3])





$-\vee$ $a_{p}=p+1-\neq E(F_{p})$ $P$ $p\leq N$
$S$ $S’$ rank
$t$ , $\mathcal{E}$ $T=t$ $Q$ $E_{t}$
{ $E_{t_{1}/t_{2}}|(t_{1},$ $t_{2})$ $1\leq t_{1}\leq 1000,1\leq t_{2}\leq 100$ }
$S_{401}>39,$ $S_{1009}>54$ , , $S_{1009}’>17000$ ,
$E_{967/59},$ $E_{S66/35},$ $E_{542/49}$ , $E_{537/71}$
Theorem
(1) $E_{537/71}$ Q-rank $\geq 17$
(2)$E_{866/35}$ Q-rank $\geq 17$
(3) $E_{542/49}$ Q-rank $\geq 16$
(4) $E_{967/59}$ Q-rank $\geq 14$
2.S $S’$












$\Pi_{p\downarrow\ell ond}(1-a_{p}p^{-s}+p^{1-2s})^{-1}$ $E$ $L$
$L_{E}$ mermorphic function (Hasse conjecture)




$L’/L= \sum_{p;prime}\Sigma_{m\geq 1}-B(p, m)\log(p)p^{-ms}$ ( $\Re(s)>3/2$
)
Birch Swinerton-Dyer $E$ rank $res_{s=1}L’/L(s)$
Proposition (tauber type theorem)
















$\psi$ : $Earrow E’$ $k(\sqrt{e})$ -
$E$ $k$ - $E$ E’ \phi (P) $=\emptyset(P)-\psi(P_{0})$ $k$
$E$ E’ $\psi$ $k$-
PDS P A R I Weiestrass
Form minimal weiestrass model


































































canonical height pairing $(<p_{i},p_{j1\leq i,j\leq 17}>)$ ,
4806705005919007.180831854947.... $p_{i}(1\leq i\leq 17)$
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